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Plan:

• A few reasons to care about dust in models

• Incorporating dust evolution in simulations

• Some results
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Typically from 0.5 to 1% of Interstellar Medium mass in galaxies

is in small solid particles=dust. About ½ of heavy elements are

depleted to dust.

Grain size ranges from a few Å (PAH molecules) to 1-10 mm

Composition: two main chemical groups: carbonaceous

(graphite and/or amorphous C) and silicate (Mg+Fe+Si+0, eg

olivine) grains

Dust is an interesting active element of ISM life: heats or cools 

the gas, catalyses the formation of molecules, increases the 

importance of radiation pressure…..

Due to its effective interactions with the radiation field, dust 

strongly affects the perception of astrophysical objects

What is cosmic “dust”?



Dust absorbs and scatters stellar (or AGN) light at wavelengths smaller than

their size, i.e. optical-UV (l < 1 mm). The energy is thermally reradiated at l > a

few mm., because grains are destroyed at T > 1000-2000 K
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Dust effect

In the local universe about 30% of radiation is dust reprocessed. This fraction 

increases with SF activity (and thus with z). It is >90% in violent starburst.



On uncertainties in modelling dust reprocessing 

• comparison of simulations with 
most observations calls for a 
treatment of dust reprocessing

• Best done with radiative transfer in 
post-processing (eg. GRASIL3D)

• But effects of dust strongly depend 
on the composition and size 
distribution of dust grains

• Most computations adopt the dust 
grain mixture derived from 
“average” properties of MW dust

• However properties change from 
galaxy to galaxy and even within 
the MW

• Desirable to have a prediction of 
composition and size distribution
from the simulation

IR dust emis.



A certain fraction of metals (mostly C, O, Si, Fe, Mg) are injected in the 

ISM by evolved stars (both AGB winds and SNae) in form of solid 

particles (dust grains) instead of gas.

Grains are then subject to evolution processes in the ISM strongly 

affecting their abundance, composition and size distribution

• Accretion: gas metals can deposit on the grain surface. Surface 

process, effectiveness decreases with grain size (given the dust mass) 

• Grain-grain collisions can result either in coagulation to larger grains 

(dominates in dense ISM) or shattering into smaller grains (dominates 

in diffuse ISM) 

• Sputtering: collisions with energetic ions can erode grains. Thermal 

sputtering becomes quickly important at T > 1E6 K. Also a surface 

process

Physical ingredients: the life cycle of grains in ISM



Multicomponent 
“gas” particle

We extend the treatment of chemical evolution to follow abundances of 
small and large, carbon and silicate dust grains (2x2=4 dust abundances)

Incorporating dust life 
cycle in simulations:

the scheme



Incorporating dust life in sims: equations (apologies)

At each time step, large grains, small grains, 
and “true” gas budgets are evolved in each 
“gas” particle evaluating timescales for all 
processes



We are testing this machinery with two zoom-in initial conditions taken
from the DIANOGA clusters. The two clusters have M200 = 3e14 and
M200 = 1.6e15 at z=0.

SOME (not so) PRELIMINARY RESULTS

DIANOGA SET: 24 most
massive clusters + 5
“random” smaller clusters
(M200 > 1e15 and M200 = a
few 1e14 h-1 M⊙ at z=0
respectively) identified in
a parent gravity only sims,
box 1 Gpc h-1, re-simulated
at much higher resolution
in boxes of about 60 Mpc,
including baryonic physics.



Example evolution of a gas particles that at z=0 is in the BCG

• Star particles are 
spawned when 
particles in SF region

• Neighbor gas particles 
pollute with metals and 
LARGE grains

• SMALL grains are 
produced by shattering 
of LARGE and gain mass 
by accretion of gas

• This promotes more 
mass gain also of 
LARGE grains by 
coagulation of SMALL

• When particle gets hot, 
dust is eroded by 
sputtering  due to 
energetic ions
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Small/Large and SIL/C  grain ratios well 
below “standard” in interesting 
situations, eg z=4, when SFD is highest 
IR SED would be strongly affected

1 Mpc

IR dust emis.



Comparison with (scanty) observational 
constraints on dust in clusters

NOTE: recipes  
calibrated (by others) 
on monolithic chemical 
evolution models for 
galaxies

As for cluster, just some 
estimates of total dust 
content at low z, 
mostly upper limits

Lines evolutions of 
total content for 
simulated clusters
Blue M200 = 3e14
Red M200 = 1.6e15



Conclusion
• A proper treatment of dust effects in galaxy formation 

simulations is in its infancy, but it is strongly required and 
rapidly evolving
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Future perspectives
• Post process simulations including a treatment of dust 

evolution with flexible radiative transfer tools (e.g. 
GRASIL3D or SKIRT), to produce self consistent predictions

• Improve the simulation code making dust an active 
component of the system, e.g. taking into account its effect 
on gas heating and cooling, or its role in promoting the 
formation of molecules


